POETRY OUT LOUD recording guidelines

1. Digitally record student reciting two memorized poems.

2. Be sure to have good lighting and sound in your recording.

3. Have the student say his or her name at the beginning of the recording. DO NOT GIVE THE NAME OF THE SCHOOL. Give the title of the poem and the author and then recite the memorized poem. Wait a few beats before giving the title and author of the second poem and reciting it.

4. Upload your video to any user’s Youtube channel. Once uploaded, categorize the video as “unlisted” and allow the “embed” function under License and Distribution. Then copy and paste the link to the video in the space provided on the entry form below. Submit completed entry form via email to steven.rokusek@sdpb.org. Videos must be submitted by midnight on Sunday, Feb. 9. (If you encounter difficulties uploading the video, please email Steven or call him at 605-222-3422.)

5. Complete the entry form below and attach to email with video link.
POETRY OUT LOUD PRELIMINARY COMPETITION ENTRY FORM

Link to student’s Youtube video (please make sure video is unlisted and the embed function is allowed; please email form to steven.rokusek@sdpb.org):

Student’s Name:

Poem 1 Author:
Title:

Poem 2 Author:
Title:

School:
Teacher:
Email:
Mobile phone:

If you are submitting student poems in the original poetry category, complete below information. You may submit up to 3 poems written by 1-3 students. Attach to entry form.

ORIGINAL POETRY COMPETITION ENTRY FORM

Student poet:
Poem title:

Student poet:
Poem title:

Student poet:
Poem title: